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“It ’s a good day to build a
better tomorrow”

– Carl M. Hansen 1946



Classic Designs.

Timeless Details.

Superior Craftsmanship.

Time-honored architecture meets today’s

technology in these spacious homes of

exceptional style and elegance.
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The Country Club District.

Lowry Hill.

Golf Terrace Heights.

These landmark communities give you a glimpse of where Carl Hansen’s building skills began. A

third generation builder, Carl maintains his family’s long-held commitment to a personal approach

in building. His complete command of the process, keen eye for detail, and commitment to

exceptional workmanship bring stunning homes and elated homeowners to any neighborhood.
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Graceful Arches.

Stylized Surfaces.

Exotic Woods.

Custom features and quality finishes are the

hallmark of every Carl M. Hansen home. Your

vision and our attention to every detail, create a

signature space that reflects your style and taste,

providing timeless beauty for generations to come.
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Commitment.

Quality.

Longevity.

Working with Carl M. Hansen
Companies you will discover the true
meaning of these words. Whether
you're building in one of our fine
neighborhoods, or an estate setting in
the area, our unwavering dedication to
detail, ample resources, and customer
service focus, allows us to exceed your
expectations.

Our latest offerings include three idyllic
communities of Parkwood Knolls.
Perfectly situated to provide spacious
lots, stunning views, and maximum
sunlight, Three Ponds, Sunset Bluff,
and Woodduck Shores reflect the best
of this extraordinary location.
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